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Abstract

The study concerned (3.) identifying component processes of
diseovery aad rule le.aming; (2) describing diffarenceo in /earning

eutccnies peoceicad by the two ::nste.ectional methods; end (3) optimizing
learning. Ir two a:tperiments subjects acquired concepts of probobility

by discovery or rule versions of programmed instruction, Descriptions

of learning by discovery and rule were based on lieliable aptitude-

treatment interaretione involving several-problem solving skills.
Resuhs also supported the hypothesis that the outcome of :discovely

s the structal integention of previously knowa concepts, while the

outcome of rule learning is the addition of new structure. Finally,
sizbjecu, acoring 1.t,r cn tests of -relevant abilities performed batter
by every measure when in,structed by the rule method.
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Acqui)An117 Cognitive Structure by Discovery and Rule Learningl

D: i. Egan and James G. Gveen:J

The University of Micitigan

Undenstsnding tbs effccts of aptitude, instructional method, and

their intaractLon (the aptitude-treatment interaction or ATI) ia

important in ths study of learniqg and problem solving for at least

thne reason. rirst, a thorough unlerstanding of these effects may

make it poqsible to assign Ss of differing ability to optimal instruc-

tional methods (Cronbach11967). Second, the process of acquiring cogni-

tive structure can be analyzed in terms of the skills that are more

or less relevant to success under different instructional methods. In

this case, aptitude becomes a Theoretical process variab/e (Melton,

1957). Third, the characteristics of cognitive stmacture acquired by

diffemm: instroctional groups cen :ae inferred from group differences

in ;:erminal performance (24ayar & Greeno, in press),

Two experiments were pevformd to investigate the effects of

aptitude end instructional method on learning concepts of probability.

Ex?eriment I

Learning by discovery and learning by rule are contrasting instruc-

tional methods that appear important for applicationw and promising for

analysis of process and sTructural distinntions. These methods have,

in one form or another, been the focus of much rcsearch (Ausubel, 19(1;

Bruner, 1961; Cvrmaa, 1957; Gagn4 4 Brown, 1961; Guthrie, 1968; Kitte:1,

3.957; Shulma, 1970; Tallmadge, 1963; Wittrodk, 1963). Whilst studies

Lavc come to contradictory conclusicns about the superiority of a

discovery-type or a rule-type insl:ructional method, there appears tr be
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a (sore= en the fundamental difference between learning by discovery

nd leerning by rule. Suldects learning by discovery proceed by solvinj

pralems and generalizing with very little initial information. The

task of the rule learner is to interpret initial information and apply

it to problems. Other afferences between tie methods are probably not

as essential.

h simple hypothesis suggesta that skills involved in solving

problems and geeeralizing are more important to success in learning

by discovery then in lemming by rule. This idea leads to the expecte-

t5.on of an bTI such that the okills ef Ss learning by discovery should

be stroegly related to eheir performance while the skills of Ss learning

by rele should be less strongly related to performance.

Available evidence appears to discredit this hypothesis. Tallmadge

(196) and Comman (l951) found no reliable ATI for groups of varying

ability learning by a discovery-type or a rule-type method. These

studies used saores on tests of general ability as measures of aptitude.

Recently Brecht OeCe70) surveyed ATI literature.and reported that a

disordinal ATI ie more likely to be found if the tests of ability are

specific to the learning task. Thus, The Lack of evidence may be due

to the use of te3ts of general ability. Moreovero an ATI found with a

general aptitude would yield very little information about the precesses

of learning. Tha first experiteee, was performed in an attempt to achieve

reliable ATIs in the expected directiont ale well as to analyze the

processes involved in learaing by discowery and learning by rule.

Method
Mwmosmomvve.,o

Materials -- Sublecte were taAght bow to solve problems involving

3
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binomlal p7;.obabi1ity by one of two different programmed rexts. The

texts were constructed by parsing an instrUctional binomial problem

into u hierarchy of components. This instructional problem required

findinE the probability of three successes in five trials of rolling

a die. Sublects advanced through the text by nraving multiple

choice problems concerning each component of the problem. The sequence

is presented schematically in Fig. 1 where components are represented

by their symbols in the formula. A correct answer allowed S to bypass

lover level instruction on that particular component (Campbell, 1963),

while an Incorrect answer sent S into a remedial loop. Once the entire

instructional problem was solved, S had td successively solve three

criterion problems that Changed the values of the instructional problem.

Subjects learning by rule were given the binomial formula and rele-

%ant definitions on the :First page of the text. Thereafter, all questions

and instmeion were phrased in terms of the formula. Sub5ects learning

by discovery were asked the saue questions at each stage of the hierarchy

as Ss learning by rule. However, the questions for the discovery group

were phrased in ordinary English, as nontecbnically as possible. For

example, Ss learning by rule were asked to find the value of p
r
* qn-r

at the sme point in the instructional sequence that Ss learning by

a et ebMOW/ SO 401IP . VS

Insert Figure 1 about here

discovory were asked to find the probability of a particular sequence

of mlls. Definitions and notation for the variables were introduced

to discovery Ss only after they had solved various parts of the in-

structional problem. Using the notation, Sm generalized their solutions



ee obtain parte of tht dformele. Discovery Ss never saw the entire

binomial formula at once. Sequencing in the discovery and rule tezts

was identical.

Ability tests -- Tests of throe abilities specific to binomial.6.01.1.1MPIVIPAM

probability were administered6 e test of probabilistic concepts con-

sested of 14 multiple Choice questions concerning identification of

the probabilitiee of single events, Jane events, the nonoccurrence of

events, the occurrence of either of two events, and the occurrence of

simple sequencee of eveets. A second test measured skill in the

arithmetic operavions necessary fov calculating binomial probabilities.

Eight problems were given involving computation of factorials, addition

of fractions, and exponentiation of fraetions. The third test was adapted

from Leskow & Smock Clen, ). Subjects were asked to write out as many

of the permutations of the digits 1234 as they could according to a plan

that would exhaust all possibilities without repeating any. Scores were

based on how closely S approximated one of two strateg;os: (1) holding

initial digits constant and changing digits on the right, or (2) rotating

the preceding permutation. The relevance of the first two tests to

binomial robabiliry is obvious. With regard to the permutations test,

Piaget & Inhelder (1951) have'hypothesized that a prerequisite for

understanding probability 13 the ability to deal systematically with a

set of possibithies. In diScovering probabilistic *concepts, the ability

to count the elements of an outcome space seems especially important.

To obtain measures of general ability, Ss were asked to repowt their

scores on the Mathematical Scholastic Aptitude Test (MSAT).

Procedure -- Subjects were given the peetests and then the programmed
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teus were handed out at random. When S completed the programmed booklet

he was given a 5-min break before beginning the posttest. The posttest

consisted of ten binomial questions Involving different situations.

Sylltsts -- A total of 57 Ss (male and female) from the University

of Michigan paid subiect pool participated in the experiment, 29 in the

dLacovery group end 28 in thu tubs group. Up to five Ss served im each

w:periment.iil session.

Measurms of Learniu -- For each S three measures of learning wereow, awn. /00.0 11,.40. PMagIrlr. a

obtained: the nunber of errors made in answering the multiple choice

problems in the provammed text, the emount of time taken to co4lete

the instructional sequence correctly, and the proportion of errors

made on the posttest.

Results

Scores on the permutetlons test did not account for a significant

port!.on of veriaace for any of the three measures of /earning. This test

wal excluded from furth3r analyses. For the remaining three abilities,

Ss were.divided nto three groups approximately equal in size on the heels

a each test score.

Of the 57 S3 43 provided their MAT scores. The range was.419 to

774. how scoring (4 599; HD g 5, MR g 8), Intermediate (600 to 699;

HD m 8, NR = 8)9 and High scoring ( 700; HD m 9, HR m 6) were formed.

The first column of Fig. 2 shows the relatiOnship between MSAT scores

and the three measures of learning.

4.04V.7.11.1.10 I. ..
Insert rigure 2 shout here
,i1P01..1,440.40.11.0~~a1M410074.0000.1.........



Scores for the 57 Ss on the 14 item test of probabilistic toncepts

yielded a range of 5 to 14 correct. Low scoring (4 10 correct; ND 4 10,

NR = 6), Intermediate (11 or 12 correct; N
D

e 8, NR 10), and High

scoring (13 or 14 correct; HD c 11, Np 12) groups were formed. The

middle column of Fig. 2 shows the results of the concepts grouping

for all Ss.

Aaithmetic operations scores ranged from.0 to e. The sewpie was

divided into Low scoring correct; ND 6, NR m 8), Intervadiate

(5 to 7 correct; ND 11, NR 7), and High scoring (8 correct; ND

NR LT. 13) groups. The third column of Fig. 2 shows the results wben skill

with arithmetic operations was used as the ability criterion.

Table 1 gives the results of analyses of variance for the various

combinations of ability criteria and measures of /earning.

..04011.0~0,040411...40411.4WW,PAMMO.M.

Insert Table 4kIout here
WIMIWOM,VIWOMMIP.30100MMW61.1a

Discussion

Several sets of findings are of psyChological interest. First,

consider overall.differences due to instructional method, Subjects

committed more errors in learning by discovery than in learning by

rule. This difference is a straightforward result of the difference

in methods, since the discovery method required Ss to first solve

problems then infer principles from the problems. However, there was

not a reliable ditference between the two methods in time spent in

leavning. ThisJ finding suggests that there was not a substantial

ference in the overall.difficulty of the two teaching programs. The lack

of a main effect due to method on the posttest suggests that there was

no reliable difference in t.he effectiveness of instruction.
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The differences among ability groups for all enalysee were highly

eignificant < .01). In every casey the groups scoring higher on

the test of ebility.perforaed Itetter on the measures of learning.

Thus the tests of oencepte and arithmetic operations as well as the

MSeT meaeured cbaracterictics relevant to the learning teak.

The mein point of tho oxperieent was %0 test the hypothesis thee

akills involved in solving pmbleue and generalizing aro *ere impor-

eant TO suecose in Iseroina by Aiscemery than in learning by rule.

Reliable ATIs wore obtained in nevem of the nine entaysesy all in the

ax-p., ated. direction. Thue thtss hypothesis wee, supported.

Specificallyy from the graphs of errors in learning in Fig. 20

it is apparent that all three groups of Ss learning by rule made few

errorsy but groups of Ss learning by discovery were systematically

ordered. The abler discovery Ss made fewest errors while the inter.:

mediate and low ability go:comps made progreseively more errora. The

same general pttern of /estate was obtained in analyses of time spent

in learaing .

FiaUy, eoesider the ATI on the posttest. Conoistent with Cormen

(1957) and TalImedge (19111.8)0 there was no evidenee of an interectioe

beteeen instructional method and genera/ ability as measured by the

MSAT. However, interactions were found between the methods used and

the tests that measured abilities specifically involved in the learning

task. The effect was at least marginally sigeificant for both the test

of concepts and the arithmetic test.

Knowledge of probabilistic concepts and arithmetic operations was

moee important to success ie lemming by this version of discovery than
1
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this versioe of rule. To that tit there ts some clue as to the dire
ference between the process a learning by discovery and the process

a 'learning by rule. If acquisition of concepts by discovery involves

mou problem so3.ving and generalizing activity then does learning by

rule it would be expected that the learning outcomes produced by the

two methods might differ. Since the set of prcblems on the posttest

was not generated in my systematic fashione little can be said concern-

ing the characteristics of the cognitive structUre produced by each

method of instruction.

A second experime.nt was performed to replicate the obtaine'd ATIs

and to extend understandeng of what is acquired under each type of

instruction by mans of a systematic tmefer analysis.

Experiment II. .

Kati= (19; , 'Amid that meaningful learning allows Ss to solve

ptioblems le a variety of circumstances. If Ss discovered the principle

of solving a oat of problems3 they performed better on tests of long-
term retention and transfer than Ss who had memorized and practiced a

rule for solving the problems. On the other hand, when tested imme-

diately on problems very similar to the instretctional materials, SS

who had learned by memorizing and drill performed better.

Other reported differences in retention and transfer between Ss

learning by discovery or learning by rule have been inconsistent (e.g.,
Kittel, 1957; Guthrie, 1968; ilittrock, 1963). The diversity of

resulte is probably due in part to the diversity of instructional materials
wad instructional methode.

In me study that wed instructional materials and methods similar

9



to those in the present study, Gateng *and Brounn (1961) gave three groups

of Ss programmed instruction in the summation of algebraic series. The

groups of interest were the rule-euample group and the guided discovery

groups which roughly cormspond to the rule and discovery groups in the

present study.. While all three instructional methods produced savings

in time spent in mlearning (a measure of retention)* the guided

discovery group showe.d the highest proficioncy in solving problem on a

posttest (a meiesure of transfer).

Results of Experiment I indicate d that there was no overall dif-

ference between the discovery and *tele groups in number of problems

solved on the posttest. Since a ratiher haphazerd selection of problems

was used, the discovery mithod might have produced better performance

on some types of problems with the emle method prancing better per-

formance on other,types of problems .

How might instructional method affect performanoe on various

types etf problems? The answer depe nuts on the characteristics of the

cogniti.ve structure produced by ead th instructional. method. One hypothe-

sis is that the problem soiving anc general5.zing activity requimd of

Ss learning by discovery produces greater integration of new information

into existing cognitive structure. Because Ss learning by d.i.scovery

think about and solve problems befc ere being given an algorithm* they

understand the material in a. more i.neaningul way (Katona* 190) than

Ss learning by rule. Subjects low ening by discovery thus acquire new

structural nuke between concepts i:eiready known* rather than first repre-

senting concepts by notation and th .en memorizing 2.v/stick's among coded

variables..

10
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If this hypothesis were true, then the difference in performance

between faily direct problems and problems requiring interpretation

(in the sense of relating what etas known previously to the princirie

recently )earned) should be greater for ps learning by rule than for

Ss learning by d::.scovery. Specifically, on posttest problems that are

posed in terms o:(' components of the formula, performance of Ss learning

by rule should be relatively better then on word problems because word

problems require more intexpretation. Moreover* on problems cn the

posttest that can be solved by directly applying the rule* Ss learning

by rule should perform relatively better than on problems that must

first be transformed to apply the rule, or that cannot be solved by

using the rule. If the structure acquired by Ss learning by discovery

is well integrated then the performance of those Ss on a posttest should

be leas affected by changes in the amount of interpretation necessary.

Method

Materials Miecta weft taught how to solve problems involving

joint pliobability (e.g., finding the probability of,a particular

seque.nce of successes and failures) by mars of pragrammed instruction

similar to the first half of the texts used in Experiment I. The

instructional pn)cedures differod from those in the first experiment

in se.veral important ways. First, a Cceputer Aesisted Instruction (CAI)

system was used instead of a progremened text. Stiojects sat in booths

equipped with keyboards and display screms I Id re sponde d to questions

by typing in answers. Second, Sm had to calculate emd enter numerical

answers rather thm choose. aneveg a set of pose:111m responses. Third,

at all times Ss had aeveral options available. Subjects could always

Ii



zeturn to a frame that summarized the instractional problem; they could
at any time get out of en Lestructional loop and attempt to solve the
instructional problem; they could use a programmed arithmetic calculator
for any difficult computations. Additionally, Ss learning by rule
could return to a frame defining all the variablen at any time. Finally,
Ls learning by discovery were not exposed: to the formula or definitions
until the second. day of the. experiment.

AbElity.1:2,Fits Tests were again given in conceptual, arithmetic,.
azei permeation ekills, but each test was modified somewhat from the."`
first experiment. The test of preybabilistic concepts consisted of eight
questions conoesving identification a the probability a single eve'nts,
occurrence of either of two events, oceurrenee of joint events, and
nonoccurrenee of events; The test of 'arithmetic operations consisted
of eight problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

exponentiation of fraotions. The perostation task was changed so that
after S typed ie a perinutation3 his 4isplay screen wait erased, lef6ving
caly the last acceptable pereutation he wmte. This pmcedure is more
similar to that used by Los km Smock (1970).. Permutations were scored
for the strategy of holding diets canstant from the left. 14SAT gems

were again obtained aa measures of general Tsathematical ability.
Procedure -- On the first cley of the experiment, Ss were randomly

assigned to the discovery or rule group. They then recoived instruction
the use of the CAI equipment and were giVee the ability tests followed

by the instructional problem uhich cceacerned finding the probability
of a particular sequence of SUCC468(.90 and failures in rolling a die. Sub-
jecte returned 24 hours later and again had to solve the instructional.

12
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problem. Scores on solving the instriactional problem were used to
measura retention. Following the instructional problem, all Ss had to
write out the formula for joint probability, pr qn-r, once correctly.
For Ss learning by discovery, this task required inferring the formula
from their solution of the instructional problem. For Ss learning
by rule the task siRply reqmired giving the formula from memory as it
had already been presented. Onos ill.% wrote out the formula correctly,
they went on to the set of criterion problems. The posttest immedi.ataly
followed the last criterion problem.'

Transfer Rej..31..m. -- The posttest consisted 06? 19 problems, three
of each of six, types in a 2x3 design. The first factor was problem-
oontext. Half the problems were word problems, .half ware posed in
tiaras of the components of the formula. The second factor was problem-
type and involved the amount of transformation necessary before the
ioint probability formula could be sinalied. Fend 112: prob3.ems were
similar to the instructional and criterion problem in that all values
necessary:to solving the joint. probability forinula ware explicitly stated
and the .formula could be directly rApplied to obtain a solution. Transformed
probleme did not state all values of the formula explicitly. Instead,
the S was required to obtain some of them bi sit:via...I calculation. The
.third type of problem was called a Luchiny, problem (Luchins, 1942)0

These problems had very direct soliations but were not:solvable by clirect
application of the rule leirned. An example of esdh of the six types of
problems is given in Table 2. The problem were randosised 'at the start .

of each sessiora.
WY Ole 11..1110.11a

1111 IP NO

Impart Table 2 about here
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Subic.pts -- A total 0 72 Ss (male and female) from the University of

Michigan paid subject pool participated in the experimeets 36 in each in-

structional group. The CA/ system was set up to handle up to five Ss

in a single session.

Measures of Legreintl-- For each S aeparate scores team obtained for014ffine, dad.somon...mAmIs fli

errors mede on quentions In the programmi instruction end time spent in

learning on each part of the instructional sequence. These scores were

later summed to yield overall measurez of errorc and time in learning.

ror problems on the posttest, the overall proportion of errors made and

the time spent in solving each problem ware obtained for each S.

Results

Analysis of the weleaming concerned compering the errora and time to

solve the instructional problem on the firet and second daye Table 3 shows'

that Ss learning either by discovery or by rule solved the instructional

problem on the second day in less time and with fewer arrOrli than on the

first day. Since so few Ss made any errors at all on the second presenta-

Vikl
Insert Table 3 about here

*don of the instructional problmn, the partial errors end time scores were

not analyzed for effects of ability. Instead, scores on the instructional

problem for the first and second days ware combined with errors and time

taken to give the formula and solve the criterion problems. These summed

scores of time and errors were used in all further analyses of learning.

Scores on the test of amitinertic operations were not strongly related

to any of the measures of learning. The test was excluded from farther

analyses. On the basis of each of the remaining three abilities, Ss were

divided into three groups of approximately equal size.

14
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Of the 72 Rs, 65 provided their MSAT score. The range was 450 to
800. Low scoring (< 599; ND * 10,NR es 10)0 Intermediate (600 to 6i;9;
ND = 12, NR = 15)0 and High scoring (e. 700; No re li, NR * 7) groups uere
formed. The firez column of Fig. 3 shoes the relationship between EISAT
scores and three measures of learning (overall errewe overall time in
learning, proportion of arms on the posttest)..

. Scores on the teat of probabilistic concepts yielded a range a 0
to 8 coriect.

Subjects were grouped into Low (0 to 5; ND * 11, MR
Intermediate (6 or 7; N

D 17, N * 19), amd High scoring groups (8 correct;ND a 8, NR a W. The middle column of rig. 3 shows the results of group-
.

ing by scores on the test of concepts.

Insert Figure 3 about hero
,4414044641,401~4,441M0

Scoring for the stratery of generating permutations hy the number of
digits held constant from the left gave a range of 1 to 32, theme:de=
score possible. Groups of Low (< 11; ND 12, MR 22 14), Intermediate'
(11 to 29; ND = 120NR I= 10), and High (30 to 32; ND 12, NR = 12)
ability were forend. Results are presented in the last column of Fig. 3.
Table 4 summarized the analyees of variance for all combinations ofability,
instructional method and measure of learning.

41
11.144011

Insert Table 4 about here

Performance on the different kiads of posttest problems ctir Ss in tbe
two conditions is graphed in Fig. 4. Data from the posttest were analyzed
by means of a 2X3X2X3

analysis of variance for each ability grouping.

15
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Instruotional method and aptitude level were between subject variables, and

those results are incorporated In Fig. 3 and Table 4. Problem-context and

Insert Figure 4 about here
OINWPOWD.00MWMCAWginertMd040 ......

pmblem-type were within-sublect variables. As analyses of the posttest

data for all three abilities followed the sane general pattern a weighting

system was devised so That each score (conoepts, permutations, NSAT) con-

tributed about equally to the variance of a weighted abilities score.

Weighted Score = Concepts Score + ?ezmq:ation. Score + MSAT . The full

44

analysis based on tha weighted abilities score is given in Table S.

......

Insert Table S about hare
RAMUSWMMOWVIANWMIOftW

Discussion

One goal of studying aptitude wad instructional vaiiables is to be

able to assign Ss or varying ability to optimal instructional mathods.

The present results suggest that Se lacking in skills necessary to

solve problems may learn more efficiently when instructed by techniques

requiring intarpmtation and application of a rule. Sy every measure*

Ss low in relevant abilities parformed better when instructed by the rule

method. That the vale method used in this study was not inherently better

can be inferred from two results found in Experiment I and replicated in

Experiment II. First, while pa learning by discovery did generally make

more errors on the teaching program, they still managed to /earn the

material in about the same amount of time as Ss /earning by rule. Results

in Table 3 indicate that Ss leammtag by discovery did not made more errors

16



take as meh time as Ss learning by rule in solving the instructional

problem. The extra time and errors uere incurred when disamery Ss

had to iafer the formula and their solutions and apply it to the criterion

problems. Second, there was little difference between instructional groups

in overall performance on tht posttest. The apparent method main affect in

the analyses in Tables 4 and 5" was large4 due to the simple effect of

method for low-ability Ss.

A second goal of the present study visa to describe the differences

in the process of acquiring cognitive structure by discovery and rule,

The faot that 4'041 differences exist was supported again in Experiment II

where reliable ATIs were obtained in six of the nine tests, all in the

expected direction. In Experiment I the discovery method required the

availability of relevant probabilistic concepts end csmputational skills

to a greater degree than the rule method. In Experiment IX where Ss

.uere given seithmetic calculators, computational skill was unrelated to

performance, but the discovery method required conceptual ability and the

ability to solve problems in a systematic way to a greater degree than

the rule method.

Analysis of the differences in the process of acquiring cognitive

structure might begin by idmaUfying the component processes involved

in learning under each method. First, consider the rule method. To

solve parts of the instructional problem, a subject might cam out the

following steps, not necessarily in a aerial fashion.

1. Read the problem text.

0
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2. St lect information from the text pertaining to the values of

'relevant variables, and co-ordinate this information to the coded

representatione of variables' in ammory. For example, feom the phrase,

"tb.e chances of succeess were 1/1r," Se i:ould extract informtion in the

Ilform* "p

3 Select n rule or formula for using the variables whose values

have Leen taken from the text.. This might be looked tpri in avelable

inforeation or 2fttrieved from !Amory.

penfOrill any transformations tleeded tie make the rule applicable

to the information.'

5. Calculate the answer.

Since the. learning by rale did not greatly Involve conceptual'

and other skins Individual differences in these skills were not

associated with differences in performanbe. On the other hand* a

measure a working memory, for example the ability to memorize* traneform

and apply formelast, might be related to success in learning by rule.

Now consider the discovery method. In the discovery Method, Sp

had to solve the instryctional problem without first being given an

algorithm. A discovery S might carry out the following steps:

1. Read the problem text.

2. Interpret the infoximathm in the problem in relation to

ceertcepts that are underretood. The discovery method did not provide

a well-specified list of variables as did the rule if artIca. Therefore*

interpretation of information in the discovety method probably had more

18
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of the properties of understanding a sentence than in the rule method,

and lest of the character og filling in values of variables in a list.
3: Search for or systematically generate relationships among

concepts used in the problem, particularly relationships that seem to

move in the direction of relating the given information with the
unknown. This le the kind of process that has been investigated

classical studies of pmblem solving ouch as those Of Duncker (11q45),

Poiya (mot; and Wertheimer (1959). Subjects might find relatienships

that involved their understanding of the concepts in the problem

they might apply a more tonere,. relational structure that fit the needs
of the problem, ozt they migAt find a set of %Incepts in memory whose

relationships imam to provide an analogy to The situation in the problem,

4. Carry out aw calculations needed to obtain the answer. This

process may weal entail a great deal of computational aLUty since
no algorithm is procent to zolate specified variables and operatians in a
compact way.

Since the process of learning by discovery requires co:so:vv.1s

mtematizing and other &Was individual differences in theme &Ulla

led to thsiiar differanoss i per:romance.

Given these distinctions in the process of acquisitions, it follows

that than are difforancva in the learning outcome of the two inatrutr.7,ianai

groups. The results 13ertirvent to this quastion involve the intergar,tions

oz method and the two transfer variables appearing in Table 5 and graphed

in rig. 4. Both two.way interactions involving instructional metaad

19
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and transfer were at least marginally sigeificant. While the overall

performance of Ss learning by discovery is depressed because of the

low ability group, Ss learning by rule showed a much greater decrement

in performance on problem requiring more interpretation. The

difference between peroentage of formula and word prob3.ems solved was

13% for the rule group compared to 3% for the discovery group. Dif-

ferences between ramiaar ;mild Luchins problems solved correctly Warti

22% for the rule group and 9% for this discovery group.. These trends

ware present at all ability, levels, although the .curves for the two

instructional methods creased only in the high wed intermediate

al)ility groups. The average.time taken to soles the six types of

prOlems, given a correct solution, 'seas also computed for each

instructional group. These results are difficult to analyse because or

missing data, but iT1 general show the same method-transfer interactione.

These data indicate that the rssult of learning by disceveay is a

well integrated cognitivo structuro. Subjeots can solve problees that

require relating what they. Imes previously to.the principle learned

about. as nil ea problems etat tequire dimsct application of the princi-

ple. This feattare of cognitive structure has been tamed "emternal

connectednees" eed was foend to be characteristiC'Of as who 106.Med

about binomial probability .under instraction enphas$.eing geer. eeezzete

rather than a formula (Rarer 6 (ame>, Sz press)0. Thus there SZ 40 Ale

support for The claim (Sestet), *MS) that muningful conceptual :teernine:

and the discovery and &moralization of a priaciple result in ateut s.:he

same outcomea

20
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The result of learning by rule is primarily the addition of new

components to cognitive structure rather than the reorganization of

existing componente. These new components include a list of defined

variables and the sequence of operationa relating them. The new .compo-

neets may in fact have a great degree of "internal connectedrese" as

shown by the advantage of Et.a learning 'by rule on Fad liar problems

arid problems posed in the context of the formula. However, the fact

that ttle advantage in lost when the problems require more interpreta-

tion shews that the new structural components added by rule $s were not

well integrated into existing cognitive strecture. A test of long-term

retention should, if this enelszation is correct,. show that the dis-

emery Ss retained more information. The test of. relearning after 2S

hours used in, the present study merely demonstxiated that neither group

had forgotten much instruction during that time.

A final set of coaclusions cowers procedures involved in

studying aptitude and instructional variables. With regard to aptitude

tests, a choice was ebviously wade in the present study for simplicity

over psychometric elegance. One valid critiaisis is that the mrelia-

bility of the measuring instruments amp have influenced the results.

It is not known, for exempla, whether the failure of the test of at,ith-

metic.operations in the second experiment was due to allowing Ss to use

calculators or the unreliability of the test. However, the degree of

replication .that was found between the two experiments regarding tha

concepts test makes this poseibility less liber,y,. The usefulness of

t,
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a general ability criterion in studies of ATI is still in question.

The fact that the general. ability measure produced a reliable ATI on the

posttest in the second but noe in the first experiment suggests that its

utility may be linked to the instructional material. In any case there

is a tradeoff between the reliability offered by established tests of

general aility, and the information concerning processes of acquisition

afforded. by tests specially constructed for experimental materials

and instructional methods.

An unexpected result was the significant two-way interaction of

iebility and problem-types and the three-way interaction of ability,

problem-type and problem-context found in the analysis using the

weighted average of ability test seores. Graphing these data revealed

that the weighted score was most strongly related to performance on

Luthins problems t particularly when posed in a formula context. Thus

the weighted average of abilities was a particularly strong measure of

how easily Ss could manipulate the newly learnod ccmponents of the

formula independent4 of the rtule 'usually relating them.

22
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Table 1

Test Statistics in Analyses of Varianoa for Experiment I

Measure of

Learning

74:Tors in

Learning
.

Test of

IbiUty

Arithmetic

Concepts

14SAT

Ability

Main Effect

17(2 t51)=9 .466416

112951)=6 037*kit
WM.

2,31)ze (MO*

Method

Main Effect

F(1,51)=21.9814*

F(1,51)70 77erh*

F(10?)5210 .5760%*

irsteraetion

Effect (ATI)

1(2951)1511.99***

/(2,51):=1.33

F(2 07)1766 ,63***

Arithmetic P(2051)=7.87*** F0.151)20..S9 F(2,51)=3 .79*

COncept El251}a7.19*** 111051)=1.59 V.2551)=4.37141m
Learning

MSAT F(207)2419.99*, V2037) < 1.00 2 9 7)=5 Litt"t4

Arithmetic F(2 01)=6 .970ttk V1,51) < 1.00 F(213 .12fitt*
Errors on

Conenpt F(2,5)=6.890*1 V(1,52.) < 1400 F(2 1,51)=3 .72**
Posttest

11StaT 1(20.7)ft15 .S6fth F(11037) 'c 1.00 F(2937)

**Ifp < .01

*hp 4 XIS

*3.0 > p :P .05 r



Table 2

Examples of the Six Types of Questions Used in Experiment TI

Word Questions

Ftcmiliar: A die has five spots on one of its six sides, aad other

numbers on the othsr sides. If you roll it ten times,

what is the probability of getting three fives follemed

by seven other numbers?

Transformed: If you belt am 2 of 30 numbers in i game of rouiette you

win =m3y if one of those numbers is rolled. If you melte such

a bet, what is the probability of winning on the first twa

rolls and losing on the next three?

Luchins: You p/q; a game five tines in which the probability of winning

emh time is .17, and the probability of winning three games

oa of five is .32. What is the total number of successes

plus the total number of failures?

Formula Questions

Familiar: R=2N-R=4 P=2/5, Qu4/5. What ie the joint prmUbility?

Transformed: N=71, Rr2, 2 r.31. What ie the loint prebability?

Luchinst Joint ProbtiUlity 2 15/128,1449 P=.25, Q=.75. Whet iv the

value of R 0-1137



Table 3

Comparison of Mean Number of Errors and Time to Solve

Instructional Problem on First and Second Day

Cytouz Measure EsassLat en

Dic:covory Errors 3.6 0.6

Rule Errors 3.1 0.3- 18.64***

Discovery Tim (min)
. . 1,8

. Rule Time (min) .2.7 61.26***



Table 4

Measurs of

Learning

Tests Statistics ;14 Analyses of Variance for Experiment II

Test of Ability Method Interaction

Ability main Effect Hain Effect Effect (ATI)

Permut. 11 2 666)=10 AO*** 1.( 1,66) z 8.06*** 29,663=1056Errorn i
Concept P(2,66)x15.26**6 F(1966 )=9 .18*** 112966)=.3 .54**Learning

MAT . 2959)=7.80*** E( 1.59 )=6 .24**

Permit. F(2,66)241.$76** MA6):1.17 F(2,66) 1.10Time in

Concept F(2,66)=7.69**0 F(1060m1.15 11(2v66) 1,00Loximing

MAT F(249)=5.02a06 111,51)=-1.22 P(2,59)a3.394'

Permt r(2966 )=9 .83*** M065)03.70 V2966)=3.23"Errors on

Concept F(2966)=17 .76*** F(1966)=4..47** V2966)=4.04.1'0?osttet
iIISAT r( 2959 )918.90*** K1969)=1.44 11 2959 )=.3 .26**

tt*OIP 4 403.

"gt A on

°A:3 p

28
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Table 5

Analysis of Posttest Scores for Weighted Abilities Grouping
Source

A: Ability

13 Me: thod

A x B

SS

89.43

7 .78

8 .02
.

df.

2

1

2
.

MS

44.72

7 78

F

5.56**

Error (a) 92 .30 66 1.40

C: Problem-Conte xt 5.79 1 , 5.70 9

D: Problem-Type 19,09 2

A x C. 1003 g -
a., .52 .00

A. x D 7.9S 4
, : 2.00

B x C ..
. 3.34 1

.

.. 3.34

B x 3) 3.34 2 1.67 2.88*
C x ri 743 2. 3.52 6.07***
A x 13 v. C .1.27 2 : .64 1.10.

Ax3IxD .00 4. .00 ,00

AxexD 13.75 . 4 .3.44 5.93***
,13xCxD. 2.57 2 1.28 2.,21

AxBsexD 3 .51 4 088 1.52

ETIVV CO . 191.97 330 ,. . .50

Total 0.9.10 431

ittrk? <

**p 05

*.10 P p > .05
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of instructional sequence.

Fig. 2 'Measures of learning as functions of ability grouping in

Experiment I.

Fig. 3 Measures of learning as functions of ability grouping in

Experiment II.

Fig. 4 Plots of method x context interaction (top graph) and method x

test item type interactitn (lower graph).
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Footnote

ThIS )+.:t.ZtSeirein was fiukportell psevt.ki this 13. S. Office of Educ'ati(m

Orant No. OEG-0-9.-;,1044:7-41.94, 'Me research Ims carrind out during

the first alrethoOz v.sonnk 3,41Yinox, alsziAndatien Grattato

rallcu.. anknowl.cdrp-tha attairAtraco oi.c.C.U.ist /*ma Sehaffoon ift

conduattn tho c:poriantoo




